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Abstract— Stepper motors are one of the most indispensable 

entities of any industrial sector, be it the process industries 

or the manufacturing industries. Since the invention of 

wheel by early man, the need for motion has been high and 

that grew as years passed to indicate the requirement of 

manufacturing in a flow that is in a moving conveyor belt. 

Not only in conveyor belts, are stepper motors used in 

various other units too. Existing stepper motors are 

programmed through microprocessors, controllers and 

electrical circuits. LabVIEW a software pioneered by 

National Instruments has also been used to program them, 

but using NI-myRIO a new product launched by National 

Instruments, hasn’t been put to use for such a purpose so far. 

My-RIO’s extensive abilities has been put to good use in 

this project where using simple techniques the stepper motor 

is programmed to operate using a driver circuit according to 

user’s desired conditions. 

Key words: Stepper motor, driver circuit, LabVIEW, NI-
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many kinds of motors are in existence today to realize 

motion of conveyor drums, rotary motion like rotating a 

drum, disk etc.;   Stepper motors are one such important 

subset of motors.  When energized they rotate in a sequence 

of steps giving step by step movement whose speed can be 

increased.  The can hold a step due to the holding force 

without powering [5].The one made use of in this project is 

a stepper motor of the unipolar kind. 

The entire project involves powering a stepper 

motor using a digital pulse from my-RIO a versatile device, 

so that the power given to the driver circuit powers the 

motor as per the sequence in which the windings are 

energized.  My-RIO eliminates the use of relays and 

switches since it can trigger the circuit by its digital pulse 

itself. 

Instead of using complex programming techniques 

that are required in case of processors and controllers, using 

LAbVIEW programming can be done very easily and 

effectively therefore when implemented in an industry, even 

a normal worker without high end technical knowledge will 

be able to operate and manipulate it making it totally user 

friendly. 

 
Fig. 1: General block diagram 

II. END DEVICE 

A. Stepper Motor: 

The stepper motors is a device that converts electrical pulses 

into electromechanical energy.  They are used for varied 

applications like in  

 cd drives 

 printing heads 

 conveyor belt movement etc; 

The windings are the stators and the permanent 

magnet inside is the rotor[4].It offers various advantages 

like high reliability, torque, no brushes or contacts too.[7].  

Torque of a motor is very important, Fig 2. Showcases the 

characteristics of a stepper motor.  The maximum slew rate 

is the maximum operating frequency under no load 

conditions, The motor switches the power to the windings 

sequentially and so positions the load in discreet steps[1].  It 

can be basically classified into two kinds: unipolar and 

bipolar. 

 Unipolar motor: It is also called as four phase 

motor even when if it operates in two phases, and 

has only one winding, with a center tap per phase. 

 Bipolar motor: It has one winding per phase, this is 

the mode which we have utilized for our 

project.[10].   Fig 3. And Fig. 4. Shows the 

configurations of unipolar and bipolar motors and 

step response respectively. 

 
Fig. 2: Characteristics of stepper motor 

 

B. Stepper Motor Types: 

There are three basic stepper motor types. They are: 

1) Variable-Reluctance: 

This type of motor consists of a soft iron multi-toothed rotor 

and a wound stator. When the stator windings are energized 

with DC current the poles become magnetized.  Rotation 

occurs when the rotor teeth are attracted to the energized 

stator poles. 

2) Permanent-Magnet: 

It has permanent magnet and its rotor is magnetised 

alternating between north and south poles situated parallel to 

the rotor shaft. It has improved characteristics when 
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compared to the variable reluctance type.  The motor used 

for our project is of this type. 

3) Hybrid: 

It combines the best features of both the variable reluctance 

and permanent magnet time.  Rotor teeth gap is in such a 

manner that flux is sent across various areas. 

One of the advantages of stepper motors is that 

they can operate in open loop without requiring any 

feedback or costly encoders.  By keeping track of input 

pulses we can know the position of the motor. 

 
Fig. 3: Unipolar and bipolar motor configuration 

C. Torque Generation: 

Whenever the flux of rotor and stator are displaced from one 

another torque is produced in a stepper motor.  The step 

angle, driving current in the windings, drive design 

influences generation of torque. The torque produced is 

proportional to the value of flux generated when the 

windings are energized, no. of windings and current, 

inversely proportional to the length of the magnetic flux 

path. 

D. Mathematical Model: 

Motor can be considered as a series L R circuit. Where L 

and R are parameters. The more the inductive output the 

lower the slew rate of the output[2]. 

E. Parameters of Stepper Motor:  

1) Step angle: 

The angle through which the windings must be energized is 

given by step angle indicated by(1.1) 

360/N                    (1.1) 

Where” N” is the speed of the motor 

The windings can be energized in three different format: 

 Wave drive: in this only single winding is 

energized in a single turn 

 Full step drive: Two windings or phases are 

energized in a single step. 

 Half Step drive: the sequence followed is two 

windings followed by one winding and this cycle is 

again repeated. 

 Micro stepping: breaks the current to get so many 

discrete steps for one single rotation. 

     We have implemented full step drive energizing for the 

motor. 

 
Fig. 4: Single Step response Vs Time 

III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT  

A. LAbVIEW: 

Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering 

Workbench, a very popular product of National Instruments, 

is the epitome of graphical programming. Virtual 

Instrumentation deals with the way of programming by the 

use of images and icons instead of text based programming.  

It is easy to interpret by the user and its flow is similar to 

dataflow programming and flow charts.  

It was originally implemented on Apple 

mackintosh in the year 1986. It is employed majorly for data 

acquisition like the very purpose of our project, industrial 

automation and instrumentation control.  It is composed of 

three components-Front Panel, Block Diagram and 

Connector Pane. Programming is done through controls and 

indicators.[16]It has versatile applications like audio 

processing, optical sysnthesis etc;. Position, velocity and 

current control can be tedious in normal circuitry it is 

simplified using LabVIEW. [8][9] 

IV. DIGITAL SIGNAL GENERATION 

A. My-RIO-Reconfigurable I/O (RIO): 

Another invention of National Instruments this device has 

versatile capabilities that would be very useful when it 

comes to running big programs and for designing and 

controlling mechanical and robotic systems. We have made 

use of NI-my-RIO 1900 for our demonstration. Its wireless 

capabilities allows implementing the program without the 

use of computer, the program can be loaded on to the device 

and so it can be run from the entities saved in its memory.  

 
Fig. 5: My-RIO 

1) Hardware Configuration of Rio: 

 Processor-LabVIEW RT Xilinx Z-7010 speed: 667 

dual core. 

 LabVIEW FPGA Xilinx Z-7010. 

 UART port 

 Wireless port Radio mode-IEEE 802.11 b,g,n 

frequency band-ISM  2.4 GHz. 
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 AI, AO and DI ,DO ports(A,B,C), LED’s 

 Accelerometer 

 Audio in and Audio out terminals etc; 

 Voltage range varies from 0-15 volts including all 

ports capabilities. 

V. STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER CIRCUIT 

 
Fig. 6: Driver circuit used for the experiment 

The driver circuit is to sequentially trigger the four windings 

of the bipolar motor used as per the sequence of pulses 

obtained from RIO as input.  Fig. 6 Shows the used circuit.  

The circuit consists of resistor network L293D IC has two 

built-in H-bridge driver circuits designed to provide 

bidirectional drive current up to 1A[3].Motor circuits serve 

as current amplifier taking low current as input. The triac 

system is placed instead of a relay to sequentially on and off 

a winding. It is also for amplifying and giving a constant 

voltage of 24 volts for the working of the stepper motor. 

VI. SOFTWARE CODING (SIMULATION) 

The VI(Virtual Instrument) is programmed in such a manner 

that a continuous flow of  numbers 0,1,2,3 which in turn 

operates a case structure where every two windings are 

energized in a cycle. 

The entire program is kept inside a while loop and 

a timer is kept to give a time delay between every energizing 

cycle. The simulation almost acts a feedback to know 

motors stage[6]. 

The digital pulse is obtained by configuring the 

my-RIO and through a “DIGITAL OUTPUT” icon a digital 

pulse is obtained. To indicate it, a Boolean is connected to 

every digital output. 

Fig. 7 shows the front panel consists of the 4 

LED’s a count indication to say how many times energizing 

has happened and a stop button to terminate the simulation 

intermittently.  

 
Fig. 7: Front Panel 

The digital output gives a digital pulse which will 

in turn be utilized by the driver circuit. The digital pulse 

output icon resembles as shown in the Fig. 8. Below 

 
Fig. 8: Digital output icon 

VII. HARDWARE INTERFACING 

A. Step: 1 

Initially the simulation is prepared and is run to check for 

proper functioning 

B. Step: 2 

my-RIO is powered on and connected with the system it is 

configured and when the status LED glows blue, in the new 

my-RIO project created the already existing file is loaded 

onto it.  

C. Step: 3 

The pins from DI,DO port are connected with the motor 

driver circuit pins. 

D. Step: 4 

Driver circuit is supplied with a power of 24 volts for 

running the motor. 

E. Step: 5 

The simulation is run continuously, the motor run as per the 

program.  

VIII. INFERENCE AND CONCLUSION 

This project’s sole purpose is to run the stepper motor in an 

elementary method that will not require high level 

technicians to operate it. Even those without adequate 

knowledge about any of these components, except with the 

basic knowledge on how to work with user friendly labview 

environment.  Automated control of devices like these can 

hence be done easily using LabVIEW. Similarly for any 

other motors or devices the same can be implemented.  

Instead of going for expensive devices simple software like 

LabVIEW itself can control a versatile device like a stepper 

motor. The wireless capabilities of my-RIO make it possible 

to load the program onto it and so it can function 

continuously without any human interference making the 

process entirely automated. 
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